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Kinder Morgan Canada (Jet Fuel) Inc. (KMJF) 2019 Tariff Filing Application ~ Project 
No. 1598984 

We are counsel to Parkland Refining (B.C.) Ltd. (Parkland) with respect to the above-noted 
proceeding. We write with respect to KMJF's application for an interim toll pending the 
outcome of the Application, set out in KMJF's letter dated December 2, 2019. 1 

While KMJF's letter frames their request as "an extension of the Interim Tariff'' beyond 
December 31 , 2019, we understand that KMJF is actually seeking an increase in its Annual 
Revenues and Gathering Line fee based on an annual escalation of2.5 percent per year. 
Parkland is opposed to any increase (i.e., lines 2020-2023 of Appendix 1 of KMFJ's letter). 

There is no compelling evidence to demonstrate the need for an interim increase in revenues or 
fee. KMJF has provided no evidence demonstrating a need for the increase to preserve KMJF's 
financial integrity, nor has KMJF identified any public interest in supp01i of the increase. 

Instead, KMJF points to the negotiated agreement between KMJF and the shippers from 2009. 
This does not provide justification for the request. The negotiated agreement expired long ago, 
and does not provide any basis for KMJF to increase its Annual Revenue or Gathering Line Fee. 

K11JF indicates that there would be "minimal to no benefit to the shippers" in varying the 
interim tariff. This ignores the fact that KMJF has seen an automatic 2.5% increase since 2009 
without ever having to justify that increase. With the settlement no longer in effect, KMJF is 
now in a position where it must provide :financial evidence to demonstrate the need for any 
increase, but KMJF has failed to do so. There is no justification for any increase until such time 
as a final toll and tariff can be set through the Application. 

1 Exhibit B-23 . 
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In the circumstances, the Commission should maintain the status quo until the earlier of a 
negotiated agreement between the parties or a Commission final order as part of the Application. 
This is the approach the Commission recently adopted with respect to a utility's request for an 
interim increase.2 As the Commission stated: 

"An interim rate application .. . should generally seek to maintain 
the status quo unless a utility is able to provide compelling 
evidence for changes to be made." 

The status quo means maintaining the current Annual Revenue and Gathering Line Fee. To be 
clear, the status quo is not automatic increases without providing any justification. There is no 
"existing toll methodology. ' There was a toll methodology established for a limited, defined 
period pursuant to a settlement agreement. 

KMJF' s proposed interin1 tariff (Exhibit B-23) is dollar-for-dollar identical to the proposed 
Tariff No. 40 that KMJF submitted with its original perfunctory application (Exhibit B-1). 
Clearly~ KMJF has made it clear that it views this methodology as favourab le-given it was the 
basis for its original application. The shippers have clearly stated that they do not support the 
continuation of this methodology, which provides automatic increases without justification. In 
commenting on KMJF's original application, Parldand stated: 

"The Application and evidentiary record cunently befme the Commission provides no 
meaningful justification for the proposed increase in tolls and is seriously deficient in 
providing the information that would enable the Commission to evaluate whether the 
proposed tolls are just and reasonable. There are a number of serious substantive issues or 
sub-issues where detailed information is lacking or entirely absent. 

With respect, the Applicant has not met the initial burden placed on it . . .. If it wishes to 
proceed with its application, KMJF should be required to fi le further supplemental 
evidence to justify the tolls and tariffs contained in its proposed Tariff No. 40."3 

All of the same statements apply to the proposed interim tariff in Exhibit B-23 . 

K.MJF has not provided that evidence, and has therefore not justified an increase to the existing 
intetim toll. 

Finally, we note that we have had an opportunity to review V AFFC's submissions with respect 
to KMJF's interim toll application. Parkland agrees with and supports V AFFC's submissions. 

Yours very truly, 

Will Shaw 

2 Appendix A to Order G-248-18, p. 2 
3 Exhibit Cl-1 , pages 3-4. 
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